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Parallel Client 
Programmable by Everyone 
 

today’s slice: declarative language for designers 



What’s behind 200 new iPhone features? 
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New features = new APIs + visualizations 
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Modern interface = visualization with interaction 
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This involves mostly the layout of three kinds:  

 data visualizations: charts, … 

 user interface: the modern scrollbar, … 

 documents: pages in HTML, … 



parallel parser 
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Layouts Designs (today) 
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Readable Layouts (tomorrow) 
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Bret Victor, Magic Ink 



Can we avoid designer frustrations? 
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Data visualization = layout + animation 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2009/09/12/business/financial-markets-graphic.html 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/02/01/us/budget.html 
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How Data Layouts Are Created Today 

Pick a canned layout, eg from ProtoViz DSL 

limited to layouts in the library 

non-programmers cannot define their own 

 

Programmers could write own layout engine 

may take days => can’t quickly try layout ideas. 

~10x more code if using Python/JavaScript 
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Mud: our layout language 

We choose declarative programming because 

– for designers, who know “what” but not “how” 

– seeks to naturally maps to designer’s thought process 

– believe that it supports programming by demonstration 

 

Our compiler does synthesis. Why not use off-the-shelf solver? 

– Performance 

– We compile down to tree passes. Linear Time. In parallel. 

– No search and backtrack. 
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TreeMap of Financial Industry 

12 NY Times 



TreeMap on the Drawing Board 

Designer’s Intention: 

Area ~ market capitalization 

 

Companies stacked vertically  
(or horizontally) 

 

Parent exactly encompasses 
children 
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Specification of V 
Let’s first write the spec in English.  
Then translate it into Mud. 
 
English Specification: 

1. V is a rectangle with some style. 
2. V area is divided vertically among its children 
3. V’s children are stacked on top of each other. 
4. V area is proportional the sum its children’s capitalization 

 

Cap =70 

Cap = 30 
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V 



The Three Constraints 

trait VDiv(h, w) {   // vertical division 
  h = children[0].h + children[1].h 
  w = children[0].w = children[1].w 
} 
trait VStack() {    // vertical stacking 
 children.left = 0 
 children[0].top = 0 
 children[0].h = children[1].top 
} 
trait TreeMap(h, w, cap) { // area =~ cap 
  SCALE * cap = h * w 
  cap = children[0].cap + children[1].cap 
} 
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V, H are compositions of traits 

 

Now we declare our two building blocks: 
 

let V with RelCoord, BasicBoxStyle, 

   VDiv, VStack, TreeMap 

let H with RelCoord, BasicBoxStyle,  

   HDiv, HStack, TreeMap 

 

 
“Trait”: Composable unit of behaviour 
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Are we done? 

Compiler to designer: “Your treemap is under-constrained. 
There are distinct ways to lay it out:” 

 

     

 

 

A fix: Root.h = 640        An alternative fix: set the aspect ratio. 

 

Benefits of our semantics: 
– Show possible solutions ==> Designer-friendly debugging 

– Unique solution ==> predictable layout. 
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Demo of a Mud program 

http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~tbh/treemap/treemapDemo.html 
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http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~tbh/treemap/treemapDemo.html


Radial Layout: just define polar coords 

trait Polar (x, y, ω, radius) {  

 x = parent.x + radius * cos(ω)  

 y = parent.y + radius * sin(ω)  

} 
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Summary 

Declarative programming for designers 
– data visualization, GUIs, documents 

 

Fast layout for big data and small battery.  
– No search, no fixed-point.   

– Instead, linear time, parallel. 

 

Mud compiler based on two-step synthesis.  
– Local constraints to functions.   

– Functions to global solver. 
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